Chill Projects’ Lite Paper 0.0.5
Twitter: @ChillProjects
Discord: discord.gg/EZ3csTG6vhZ6Gz
Degen Mints - We are experimenting in the Solana ecosystem by launching NFTs with low
price mints. We started with Degen Rug Cleaners that was a free mint and 0% royalties. Degen
Rug Cleaners was minted out in less than 1 hour. We followed up two weeks later with Degen
Yacht Club, another free mint. Degen Yacht Club was listed on Magic Eden 10 minutes after
mint-out.
Our founder’s 9-year-old inspired by eavesdropping on Twitter spaces created Funny
Fries which will launch on July 11th, a collection of 1000 that will mint for 0.01 SOL. 100% of
mint funds will go to the artist for toy purchases. The purchases will be voted on by the DAO
followed by unboxing videos as proof of vote and purchase.
Degen mints will continue until total collection size reaches 10,000. Holding 1 NFT of
our degen mints has the same IRL & Web3 bene ts of holding 50 NFTs of our degen mints.
Fun Utilities - As our community grows we will o er WL spots and ra es of other NFT
projects. But we will not stop there, we sent out wristbands less than a month after our rst
NFT launch to show that we are capable of delivering more. We are committed to moving up
the oor price of our degen mints 0.01 SOL at a time.
Our creativity is endless on how to provide fun utility and at the sametime grow our
community, nothing is o the table and suggestions are always welcome. As a gift to the
Solana ecosystem, Degen & Founder tools and tutorials can be used for free at
DegenYachtClub.io
Project Rocket Beta - We are currently building Project Rocket Beta. We will be releasing it
after our degen mints reach total collection size of 10,000. Project Rocket is a launchpad that
stands apart from other launch pads.
A. It will be exclusively for the Solana blockchain. B. Anyone can use it without an
application process. C. No NFT collections smaller than 400 NFTs. D. A front page that is easy
to use for minters. For example, minters will be able to lter projects by utility category,
collection size, mint date, percentage minted out and more. E. Documentation for every step a
founder needs to take to go from image les to mint out, explained in detail in text and video.
How do we plan to pay for Project Rocket Beta? Out of our pocket & partnerships with
developers & designers willing to work with us on a future percentage basis.
Not all of Project Rocket is revealed on the Lite Paper, as we do not know where Web3
is going on a month to month basis, all we can do is adapt to the changes in the Solana
ecosystem, continue to grow our community and to build Project Rocket.
10K Collection - We will release a 10K NFT collection after the release of Project Rocket Beta.
Minting cost will be spent on: marketing to grow our user base, to pay back our team and
continue to improve Project Rocket.
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Project Rocket - Project Rocket is a for-pro t business. Founders & Minters will be charged a
fee for use. BUT holders of our 10K NFT collection will pay 0 fees to create & release a NFT
collection and additionally will pay 0 fees to mint NFTs on our website. How do we get WL for
the 10K collection mint? Hold any 1 of Chill Projects’ degen mint NFTs. Will Chill Projects’
degen mints continue to provide more fun utilities after the release of Project Rocket? Yes.

